After the Israeli Ministry of Health Posted Side Effects of the Pfizer vaccine on September 30, 2021, stating that there have been just 19 adverse events out of 3.2 million doses for the booster (3rd shot), people were outraged and submitted comments about injuries and deaths they have seen in family members and friends following the shots. (In Israel, Pfizer is exclusively used.)

Screenshots taken on 10-1-21 of 300 of 10,094 comments from Israelis below. Many of these have been deleted now. The first screenshot is from the Israeli Ministry of Health, attacking misinformation and stating there are few side effects from the shots.

https://www.facebook.com/Health.gov.il/posts/4174515529326993
Good luck deleting the comments, looks like you're working full of vigor.

Yaffa Shir Raz: Follow
Let's really talk about the side effects - and let's start from the fact that in Israel there is no side effects monitoring system like in other countries of the Western world - one that allows every citizen to watch, read and understand what are the side effects that other citizens have reported, one that allows independent researchers to examine the data and see whether effects Some repeating themselves after the vaccine - a bond that must be tested to see if it is indeed causal.

In Israel there is no reporting system. What is there is a report - not a reporting system, and this form is also disabled, and until recently there wasn't even room for the details of the report, including not even the name of the report - which indicates about a thousand witnesses that you didn't have a head and you have no intention to test. The reported side effects.

Let's talk about the reporting system of the nursing and motherhood protector, which was shut down in December 2020 - right at the time when the vaccination operation began in the elderly and nursing homes.

Let's talk about the reporting system and the culture of reporting that you rooted among the medical teams, when in most cases when a person arrives in the hospital - with chest pain, with heart attack, with blood clots, with bleeding, with abortion, with quiet birth - no one even asks him whether Resilience in the last few days.

Really, let's talk about side effects. Don't give us anything. Listen to the public. Come on! You need to know the data!

If this is the case why there is a 30-year privilege on coronavirus discussions, Pfizer's contracts with the world are starting to be exposed as with Albania, and the clearest thing that next to Pfizer the Sicilian government was followers of the natio... See More

A relative got meningitis after the 2 vaccine! To this day, hospitalized has not returned to herself and doubt that she will ever return, serious brain injury... 56 years old healthy woman! Do you know each other? Do you document? We even
Rivka Spivak
A relative got meningitis after the 2 vaccine! To this day, hospitalized has not returned to herself and doubt that she will ever return, serious brain injury 😞 56 years old healthy woman! Do you know each other? Do you document? We even turned to the media - zero interest. Check, be interested, at least pretend to be checked. Not from the jumping, not from the jumping! There is a limit!

Sharon Elkayam
Let's talk...
My wife has been suffering from side effects since the day of the first vaccine. Headaches, dizziness, accelerated pulse and more...
Some of my family also suffer from phenomena. Regulator bleeding...
A friend of a young healthy family member died of a healthy blood clot... Want to talk more?...
A relative heart infection...
And everyone said there is no connection to the vaccine so how exactly do you collect the data?

Uriel Cohen
You are simply liars! You don't have a system that allows you to follow the side effects or report them. And certainly not something transparent that the public can question and get an opinionated consent with the data.
When patients go to the doctor then the doctor refuses to report and says it's not about the vaccine. When a doctor wants to report, then he has no idea where because there isn't really such a system.
The civil investigative committee has done a lot of good work from your startup office with few volunteers and no budget.
It's just a shame, deceit and fraud...

Ronit Atram
That's a lie! You don't count the vaccine victims. I speak from personal experience...
Ronit Amram
That’s a lie! You don’t count the vaccine victims. I speak from personal experience.
The fact that you ignore the facts, doesn’t make them disappear.

Michal Levi
My gynecologist said she’s getting loads of patients with terrible side effects after the vaccine.
And I asked if she was reporting to your office?
She replied that there is a duty to report only 24 hours from the vaccine.
An hour later, there is no longer "connection to the vaccine" and the report is not accepted!
According to your instructions
Why?
Why?

Sarah Kimhi
Out of 3.2 million, only 19 cases were seen with significant side effects? Doesn’t make sense. I’m voluntarily immune 3 times and every vaccine was accompanied by all possible side effects including lymph gland inflation in the armpit and like me there are many more. So at least be trustworthy in what you write and then people will also believe you and go. I’m for vaccines and to me the advantage of them exceeds the downside but the lack of transparency is problematic and causes people to distrust the system and it’s...
Sub-report? Seriously?
When a doctor tells a patient that he has no place and who to report, then it's small.
Huh?
Let's say a sub-report and close the matter.
You are a joke! A joke!!!
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Ravit Ammar
Regrett! Personally I reported to the family doctor and he fired me that it wasn't related to the vaccine!!!!
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Shir Hacham
Mother, 67 years old, no history of clots, healthy, no background diseases. Had to replace a hip joint. One month after the second dose of Pfizer, on February 17, 2021, she had a huge ischemic brain stroke, erased all the right lobe of her brain! I reported it to you and didn't receive any reference. From February to today she is hospitalized in an increased internal hospital! Eight months! We family are exhausted!! She's been breathing on her own for a few months now. The brain catheter in Asaf, the doctor said that she has never encountered such clots, with the texture of crumbled stones, many clots and clumps that blocked her oxygen to half her brain! The stroke was so big that the neurologists didn't think she would survive, they cut off a third of her skull to give the brain edema room to swell. To this day she doesn't have a bone in her skull. Mother, who was completely clear, an intellectual, sharp and scientific woman, today she is most of the time in a coma, if she opens her eyes it is rarely, she does not recognize anyone, her recognition is very low and low. Not responding and not cooperating. Not very rehabilitative. You killed my mother.
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Rony Gummer
I was asked to send here a message from someone that the truth minstrean blocked her for thirty days:

Inga Ingeborg Batyah Natan:
Hi Ronnie
First of all, well done for the courage and strength in you to stand for the truth!
I'm a physiotherapist with a 30-year veteran, without vaccines, currently with a recovery certificate until the end of December, and after that I'm probably going to
Rony Gammer
I was asked to send here a message from someone that the truth minstrean blocked her for thirty days:

Inga Ingiborg Batyah Natan:
Hi Ronnie
First of all, well done for the courage and strength in you to stand for the truth!
I'm a physiotherapist with a 30-year veteran, without vaccines, currently with a recovery certificate until the end of December, and after that I'm probably going to have to stop working because I'm not ready to take a PCR test every few days at
In short
I wanted to respond to this article from the Ministry of Health, but since I'm blocked on Facebook for 30 days (this is the third time! Can't respond to them!)
But I thought I would write to you what I wanted to write to them, and unfortunately I can't write to them:
My response to the Ministry of Health that they write on Facebook that there are very few side effects.
It's all true and totally true!
A good friend of my friend died of pigeon cardiac arrest after a 43-year-old vaccine,
The mother-in-law of a friend at work died a heart attack two days after the third vaccine, he was 70 years old completely healthy,
Uncle of a friend at work, 57 year old dead cardiac arrest,
The uncle of a cardiac arrest patient died 56 years old,
Two childhood friends of a good friend of mine, about 40 years old, completely healthy, died a few days after a second vaccine,
One patient of mine with a brain event the day after
Another patient is paralysis in one leg and blindness in two eyes.
A good 61-year-old friend received half-facial paralysis as a gift.
A friend's family member was pregnant week 10 the next day the injection,
Come on, how dare you talk about very few side effects?
How do you not count the lives of all the injured?
משורר הירשון

דני גל
ל爱美, גם לקיים לא ב- "peer review".

מaya גלасс אמיטי
אני אחרי שנייה, שבע 3 חודשים כבר סובלים מחלקת מהר תרמייר, זה לא יittance ליstdlib זהות להתאים את זה ולركز שלא ישנה התוכנית אם אני לא יכלתי ל鼓舞 על משמעת המנהל וה appendString שלן נפגש במשרד הבריאות והמדינה ב общ.

אולן שומאר
אני מרגיש שהיית חזרתי כי אני באמת יש להם וליהל אם את יכול לעזור.
אני מסתכלים давно enough לתיון נ_erase ואני ממשיךرئيس זה כדי נ.leading בቴיל נGameData והשם נ垯ה לא מינייה והמשמעת מחברה בitta thankful much.
My husband's brother... One week after vaccination #3
A brain event.
30 years old!!!!!!
Light phenomena eh....
Tell him that in rehab.

Do you know the post of the New Zealand Prime Minister who tried to convince him to get vaccinated and the Pobet opened Pandora's box about the side effects, with 44,000 reactions. So like this.
You don't mention because you are deprived of pre-contact for a vaccine.
A healthy person I knew 64 years old died two days after the first vaccine.
Interesting how you treated his death, if you even have the possibility of having a connection to the vaccine. My evaluation - you ruled out, because this is the policy of Professor Rahav, straight up Shalala, why say we will check, investigate? The easiest to rule out. And that's why there are no side effects in you. Amazing.

You are liars!!!!

Who are you kidding, the ministry of praising.

You are invited to check out the page of ימימה fryns.
Look what you did, you psychopaths.
I personally know at least five people who have been hurt by your shots
If I do the doubling for the residents of the country it reaches hundreds of thousands, and so it's not surprising that your third shot half the people don't reach
אירית ויילר
I reported anaphylactic market after the second vaccine with an ICU car but unfortunately despite the report no factor from the Ministry of Health has returned to me.

דנה קיינן שיטן
It's a shame that you didn't mention a phenomenon that many women reported and wrote on Facebook - hemmorha

It's allowed to say that there were side effects, on the contrary, it's necessary to update and report so that people know what to expect

This doesn't make them vaccines opponents so stop cataloging people for no reason!

מאט ורדות
Two and a half weeks after the 3 vaccine, I'm 29 years old. First week weakness, fatigue, chill, cold and sore throat. The second vaccine was harder I was a rag.

תל ירחיה
On. Who do you work everyday hear about people who got vaccinated and died a few days later or didn't wake up in the morning?? And the diseases that arise in the body and the body attacks itself??

שאקד אלמנד גוק
Reliability level: Ministry of Health.

מיכה בר
You are liars!!! I personally counted more cases. Who are you trying to trick? About the slaves you created? Just so you know we're up not yesterday. And your hide and lies we will expose
Rachel Maister
Me after the first vaccine after two days I stopped seeing with one eye and it took 10 days until everything worked out. I was very afraid to get the second vaccine but all the doctors tried to convince me that it would be okay and in general they told...

See More
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Gil Rosental
Reliability level - Kia Sportage, engine 2000, economical car.
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Hila Shalom
Unfortunately, my 12-year-old son was diagnosed with a cardiac infection after the second Corona vaccine dose! From a healthy child became sick, he was hospitalized for a week and now under surveillance, no sports activity for a minimum of 3 months - an athlete boy who plays for 8 years basketball and sports is his whole world. With a heavy heart we vaccinated him, despite all the warnings and side effects we knew could have. Take everything into account that you vaccinate the children. Like him there were more in the department, most of them boys. We fell on the wrong side of the statistics, but every percentage is hundreds of children and every child is the whole world. I don’t judge those who don’t vaccinate or those who vaccinate, but I do understand that it’s to Not everyone this vaccine is suitable, and unfortunately Israel and our children are being used as an experiment laboratory to improve and streamline and aim for more immune. The sickness office you lost me completely with the false data!! I personally know a number of similar cases in my near environment, all of them young and healthy boys affected after a vaccine with different cardiac images. In our case in “luck” it was one day after the second vaccine so there was no escape from linking it to the vaccine! It’s important to note that I’m not anti-vaccines and I myself am twice vaccinated.⚠️ I didn’t want to write the comment out of respect for keeping my child’s privacy, but to me it’s wrong to read such⚠️ You must not forget that coercion is more dangerous than Corona. May every person do what is right for him and his children, only health❤️
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Ofir Sharon
My grandmother was silent half side after the third vaccine, she could barely talk...
My aunt got a brain event after the second...
Lying with a determined forehead is a severe step up  
And lie to bring down more spaces  
This is an atonement that has no atonement for the sons of wrong  
Enough that you give one to wake up those who believe in you (those who are left are somehow confused)  
Suppose I got 2 shots, and suppose I don’t feel like getting the next one in line,  
Will I be safe?  
The findings in your hand say no!  
And I’m likely to be in danger of life  
From not getting the booster.  
I mean that the first injections keep my innate immune system from rehabilitating and doing its work, and if I don’t get the next shots that only your black demons know what’s really inside them, Acros may you get.  
Is this what you call an effective and safe womb?  
Is this what you want to sell to the masses?  
I don’t expect you to talk, but my brothers and sisters  
With common sense I wish to listen...  
If you love life and believe in the power of natural systems that are nothing like the wisdom of their creation and creator,  
Please pizzz beware of the fraud  
That there is nothing like her.
Noam Furman
I swear, and the inflammation of my heart muscle that I received directly in the week of the 3th and 30th vaccine. Blood tests that tried to tie it to so-called kidney/heart/sex disease and found nothing did not.
I am 24 years old, but the day I was released from ICU after a week in the hospital, a 40-year-old woman came for the exact same reason. Interesting, where is this size hidden.
And the most important question is who will compensate for it. And the sentence "say thank you that you didn't get Corona" doesn't help I'm careful and guarded so the question is who will compensate me for the days of work and the fact that I'm still.
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Moriah Sofer
Did you put my uncle in there who died two months ago 5 days after the vaccine?
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Liad Frazier
Liars
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You are liars, corrupt to the bone, and commit crimes against the people. We don't believe you, nor your false data. We will not forget and will not forgive.
* Update - You also delete comments, but there are screenshots. Judgment day is coming!
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Liz Avrahami
Tired of your lies. Whoever spreads a pike is the health department. Tired of seeing all your lying representatives. You ruined our lives.
I wish every one of the representatives of the health department and the media personnel to end your life, on a hanging pole. Criminals.
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Anat Aharon
Maybe ask Professor Sef Levi, he unlike you did a comprehensive research in collaboration with MDA on heart injury following the vaccine.
The data was transferred to you as well as the Minister of Health, for some reason you ignored them, maybe because the contract with Pfizer is binding?
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Dana Luha Loteman Zyonst
Two husbands with pericarditis.
Good friend with shingles
My brother's friend received an epilepsy gift the day after the vaccination.
His partner's girlfriend stopped hustling
Two girlfriends that had an abortion
The aunt of a mine with relentless bleeding and at the end of a hysterectomy.
Facebook has reported a multisystem infection all over the body.
And that's just what I remember in the draw.
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אסיית סער
You are the most hated people in Israel, despicable and prude criminals.
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Aasiya Saeed
A few lies, attached is the letter of the lawyers showing the truth about the inefficiency of vaccines in front of the terrible dangers
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Michal Dery Samana
Why do you recover need a vaccine?
Talya Gal-ed
After all, doctors themselves tell about all the many side effects they pass on to you and that it does not appear in the system!!! And also we all know people privately who suffer from side effects! And we won’t forget the real consequences we will only know over the years. One thing is for sure. Public health is the last thing that interests you.

Galia Vered: greenfield
A friend's father 9 days after the 3th injection had a brain stroke and died a few days later... How long will you lie??

Alon Filian
A little missed a few cases didn't you. ???!
I was happy to help
https://www.vaxtestimonials.org/

If the vaccine is so safe, and everyone gets vaccinated why are you forcing us to get vaccinated?? Since when do you impose a person with a medical process?? You are just helpless, you bought vaccines and people don't come to get vaccinated, and so you have no choice but to use force, and with a good explanation that no one believes anymore!!! All the beautiful words and explanations will not help you. You won't convince us to get vaccinated, even if you fire us from work.

Eldad Sharabi
My dad had two brain events in February, the first one a week after the vaccine and the second three weeks after. Doctors ruled out a link to the vaccine because they said it was not part of the early phenomena...
Yam Baranes
The third vaccine is already over a week after the vaccine is sick, the flu started to go down to see with Augustine and is still sick.
My 2 children got a second vaccine vaccination and since then allergies don’t stop if they suffered seasonally now non stop
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Shesh Nafusi
Only here in the comments I count more than 19 abnormal cases, alek manters information
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Tahel Ofr
I'm shocked that our Ministry of Health ignores the amount of casualties and side effects.
Dear Ministry of Health,
Have you forgotten that you are supposed to be in our favor? Your people?
Have you forgotten that the goal here is to keep us all healthy?
Do you really think that ignoring all those many injuries, in so many citizens, is a logical or correct way of action??
Where is taking responsibility for all those casualties?
And where is the transparency? The real explanation about participating in the experiment?
Where is the knowledgeable consent?
Where are the values and emphasis on what really matters, and not what is economic??
Wow.
Unbelievable.
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Incel met
Interesting your data. I probably know all those you reported.... A mother with shingles after the vaccine, a friend with numbness in her limbs, an aunt with MS that suddenly erupted, a client with a stroke and numbness in her limbs, a soldier of my niece who died of cardiac arrest only, 21 years old, former boss cardiac arrest after the third course, should I continue?
Yaela
My brother developed an acute allergic reaction immediately after getting the first vaccine and he was prescribed 50 milligrams of penistyl, three times a day!! My brother is a 13-year-old boy, since then there has been no improvement and his whole body and his face is filling up with swollen and itchy scratches/Movement. My sister is 20 years old, a soldier, for four months she hasn’t received a regulator since getting the second vaccine, plus she reports muscle pain mainly in her legs.
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Lilach Tavor
Today I was shocked to hear the testimony of a woman working in the Ministry of Health: When asked if she was vaccinated, she answered: “I work in the Ministry of Health, no one in the Ministry of Health gets vaccinated, it is known to be dangerous”
In my eyes it’s a crime that will not forgive, people who know how to work in a body that pushes the public a substance that endangers his health and life and Partnet in crime. I think we need to do an in-depth investigation among all the people who work in this office.

Another testimony I heard a month ago from a woman who works in the health system reports a catastrophe in departments: a sharp rise in neurological, heart, and cancer injuries. Doctors are silenced and banned from reporting the injuries from the vaccine. It is recorded only what happens days after the vaccine. The rest has no validity.
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שלום מתייבאר
Who believes you anyway. Manistrion of the truth North Korea. Hate you with the purpose of hate.
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Moty Aharonovich · Follow
To all the responders, stop spreading fake news! The vaccine is perfect! This morning I took him and since
Liat Debby
Notice that someone here is worried about deleting some of your comments. In the Ministry of Health, we forget that lying has no legs and the end of the truth to be revealed. Our happiness has what is called crimes against humanity and the punishment for them is quite terminal.

Shalom Rak Yahalom
Of course...
My son succumbed to the stresses and got the poison shot. Heart end disorders. Healthy man 34 years old! Arrived in the ambulance to the ER. Most doctors said it wasn't related. My bum isn't tied. And then came one brave cardiologist who admitted it was related. He will put this poison in his body again on my dead body. And my sister... who came to the hospital with half-facial paralysis and inferno pain... definitely not related...
And another sister of mine who suffered from skin toad and enlarged lymph nodes... They told her not to get vaccinated again...
And now My son tried to report the phenomena on the site and then his eyes were opened to understand the magnitude of the lie you can't report!

Dear friends, until you settle in front of the entrance to the Ministry of Health offices with a big sign that displays your private side effect or your children, you are a fake profile on Facebook. Go out to the streets inside visible. Do not hide. Yo...

Noa Tal Haramatli
There is not one woman who doesn't know at least one person who has been screwed up by her period because of vaccines and has begun to suffer from multiple long bleeds in high Safe alek.
Ronny Edry Pushpin · Follow

So what you’re saying is that there’s a small chance for youth to get a cardiac infection from the vaccine even though they don’t need the vaccine, and they can get the same infection from Corona, and that the vaccine is not really contagious, so that they are twice exposed to the chances of the same Sounds like Luz Luz Sitoyskhan. What about just don’t vaccinate children. Does anyone have an active brain?
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Neta Or

Where to start at all??

My sister’s cleaner’s nephew, 20 years old, collapsed after the vaccine and died.

My brother-in-law’s employee’s 21-year-old brother did not wake up Cardiac arrest.

A friend’s mother (who tried to convince her to avoid the injection unsuccessfully) felt bad a few hours after the vaccine, was hospitalized and died after two weeks in the hospital.

In my Facebook feed every day mourning ads appear in the style of “deceased prematurely”, young musicians and creators who were vaccinated, adults, from everywhere in the country.

And what’s most sad is that because good, smart and innocent people believe you that “the vaccine is effective and safe” I come out of a delusional thing that connects “coincidences” to reality.

Your disconnected and false post + comments prove that there is an extremely difficult reality.

I imagine that whoever injected the experimental component did it for all kinds of reasons and I respect people’s choices with all my heart, but you Because you know that this vaccine is dangerous, you see and hear about people affected, how did you not stop this horror, after the first casualty???

How do doctors and nurses see what’s happening, including a crazy amount of abortions, silent births, how are you not at a demonstration on Saturday, organize as a group and say: I will not cooperate with something that destroys human lives!

To all the medical personnel who are aware of what is happening, please stand up and act.

It’s a little late but you still have the opportunity to be on the right side of history, that works for health, well-being and human happiness

Courage!!
Israel Harlap
Hilarious. You collected 19 side effects for the third vaccine (still under test...), 11 heart muscle infections. In response 5,250 comments in 5 hours of people reporting side effects and telling you "you are liars, crooks and mouth shutters. They don't believe you Your judgement day is approaching"
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Nitzan Dagan
And how do you explain the hundreds of percentage gaps between the US and England reporting systems and the reporting here?? Someone is lying and it's probably you again.
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Sharon Epler Yaniv
What a piece that only in the comments here there are more reports of injuries than you collected through your sealed walls. So why invest, maybe you just need a Facebook page to report vulnerabilities and not a sophisticated and advanced system like there is in the US and England.
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Yaniv Segal
Y" all one big word washing
Go you inject, and leave the people alone
My father collapsed and was hospitalized 4 days after the third vaccine. No doctor knows how to tell what happened, but the suspicion is that it's something in the heart.
There are no clear signs of a heart attack... So what happened? And who's counting it?
Enough to tell half truths and lies
Who still trusts you after doing so many human experiments anyway?
Shear, Selhiwak default, sterilization of immigrants from Ethiopia, And what about experiments and research carried out in thousands of old patients in Kaplan and Herzfeld hospitals?
The hand is still open, if I search I will find a few more examples
How can you put your head in the sand and say that you are interested in public health???
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Nati Romano
You convinced me! You look professional to me, without a beacon, talking to the
Raanan Spiro
Read the comments bunch of liars. I just lost my job because of your rules and will find another one but people here have lost their health, their lives. Your day will come!
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rebbe
Lord so many lies in one post.
Except Sharon Price testified in front of the FDA about one case of cardiac muscle so coordinate with her testimonies.
There is no trust in you and your false data.
Each of us knows people with side effects that everyone says has no connection to the vaccine.
And only in the testimonial project there are more phenomena than you report.
Rude!
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Shani Gilon
Have you noticed that no one tags the pipe, or the news, or any other media body anymore? Shows how much trust people have in all these systems that cooperate and silence
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Rina Dil
Ivy'wt I think you have enough material here to transfer to the FDA so they don't approve the shots! How can you say that there are almost no side effects if you don't even have a system for monitoring and tracking after receiving injections?!
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Eyal Kadosh
Health Ministry spokespersons think we are all dumb.
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Ronit Duoshani
It's a shame that so many of those who have experienced side effects, the answer is given that "there is no direct link to the vaccine". For those who have experienced this in daily life and experience "life before the vaccine" versus "life after the
Ronit Duohani
It’s a shame that so many of those who have experienced side effects, the answer is given that “there is no direct link to the vaccine.” For those who have experienced this in daily life and experience “life before the vaccine” versus “life after the vaccine,” it doesn’t help that medicine can’t find the connection. Of course there is a connection.
But indeed, if we don’t count all those who received the answer “no connection found”, we will see low numbers indeed.
I don’t wish anyone or anyone to join the group of proven and transparent casualties 😔

Noa Urfa
I know two cases of middle school students hospitalized with microcarditis after a vaccine (needless to say) in the last month. In the absence of transparency, this was of course not reported in the review. Strangely, I know two of the 11 cases all over the country?!! The given that you post is amazing! You are misleading the public and risking their health. Reality is grim and painful.

Orin Golan Yakov
A month and a half after the 2 vaccine, outbreak of a serious autoimmune disease. A healthy 17 year old. Go to hell.

Jenny Shteiman
There is no data collection in the ERI! There is no possibility of self-reporting. There is no backup system for family doctors to monitor their patients after the vaccine and/or even during the disease and after it. Everything you posted here is another lie and another lie and another lie. How unscrupulous can you be to lie so systematically and without a blink for a moment?
Shame on you, and shame on us that we continue to trust the most important body to keep us safe and do everything just to lose a little bit of faith that you have in you. Just a shame!

Sonia Ginsberg
Sharon Meir, pay attention that no one brought up the issue of Bill Gates etc but you
You’re mostly embarrassing yourself. I read the comments and cry out to the
Inbal Zach
All protocols, contracts, corona cabinet meetings are locked!!! and confidential!!! for 30 (up to 90!!!) years
If everything is okay, what are you hiding?
Reveal the contract in full!!!
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Reli Zer Hen
Just by reading the comments you can understand the magnitude of the disaster that is happening here and that is without talking about stories that I personally know... Horror.
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Yuval Brosh
Someone screenshot before they delete everything
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h
7 Replies

Raz Bitzovsky
Yesterday a 28-year-old young woman spoke to me with severe neurological injuries
Difficulty talking and neuropathic pains
I want to kill myself from the power of pain.
From the despair that no one sees
Because it's part of the agreement
10 years without a report
Thank God that people wake up!!!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h
1 Reply

Delete your testimony here!!
Please don't give up, write it over and over and over again – for all of us!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h
2 Replies
Raz Blizovsky
"Lying has no legs... And the end of liars to stand trial. The people will judge you"

Orit Bango
After a second vaccine
Still suffering Mortigo
Weakness
Muscle pain
Female problems like this and other
Migraines along with high blood pressure
Blue marks popping up in my body out of nowhere.
Terrible foot pain that some days I feel like crying and still.
But hey there's nothing to do with the vaccine.

Niv Amir
Nice post! Now take a moment and sit down read the comments here... No one believes you anymore.

Juli Eid
Come explain to me how since I did 2 vaccines I have chest pains and sudden cramps that I'm a healthy person who doesn't smoke exercises and everything, let's explain how to my friend since she got vaccinated her period is not regular let's explain things you hurt my health!! Where do you complain? Let's get over with their lies, just today they said on the television that apparently what affects Israelis to get vaccinated unlike Europe that gives incentives to those who got vaccinated is to deny winnings and it's only here that works, they deprive you Ok let's be complacent and suddenly health is not important.

לוי ישראלי
The street speaks, the stories tell the fools
Matan Shvide
Gys is there anyone here who knows how viral this post is and how many comments and delets have been running here for 3 hours into the night without a stop???? It should open the news edition tomorrow morning.
Fear God
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

Why isn't there anything detailed about women, boss changes, fertility??
Gynecology is also transparent in vaccines and it's very sad
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Nir Elhay Tal
I'm a healthy person I worked in construction physical work everything was fine I'm without background diseases (guess what they are not close to me either) and after the second vaccination a week after the vaccine I felt short of breath my heart and chest area burned my left hand and my leg shut up guess what I discovered: pericarditis
Now whoever is reading this needs to understand it's two infections they don't say that either:
Pericarditis
And chrome heart infection
Since it's been five months that I barely go up 2 floors without sweating my life out, oh yes I've been hospitalized for a second time and the second time was already less pleasant.
Thank you for letting me get vaccinated Pfizer without knowing that these will be the consequences. I wish all this office what the victims of vaccines go through.
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 11h

Rami Mizrahi
11 cases of cardiac infection among teenagers?
My neighbors son went after school with 5 friends to get vaccinated. He came back with a heart infection. And his 5 friends with chrome heart infection...
Look for other suckers.
Everyone will give the judgment soon...
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h · Edited
Url Ben Amram
Stablings and pressure in the chest after the first vaccine. I went out to be a dumb “that I got vaccinated” I would never put this poison in my body.
Like Reply See Original (Hebrew) 21h

Noga Hadady
Friends! Deactivate the country! It's asw! Look how many have been hurt already! And they are on their way to our children!
Like Reply See Original (Hebrew) 20h

Lior Kandaliker
Silence everything
I was a whole week with strong heartbeats.
While sitting pulse 120 like I'm running
Chest pains
And in the box of patients they told me it's not about the vaccine.
There are a lot of side effects you just ignore them
Where is the democracy?
Force vaccinate the citizens
This is not happening in any country
At least if you vaccinated us
So stop the testing for the vaccinated also that come back from dance or anything else
Like Reply See Original (Hebrew) 20h

Ofir Cohen
Interesting... Because when I went to the ER after the vaccine and the MDA's car on another opportunity I was told that hundreds of people are reaching them for the same symptoms as mine - accelerated heartbeat, chest stress and shortness of breath.
How is this not monitored by the Ministry of Health?
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) 21h

Dana Almq
Interestingly, patients who had a miscarriage in the week of the vaccine - when they turned to the therapist the answer was uniform, not related to the vaccine.
A patient who showed outbreaks of serious autoimmune diseases - when they turned to report they were told, not related.
Patients with muscle pain and severe weakness after vaccination - unrelated.
Interestingly, patients who had a miscarriage in the week of the vaccine - when they turned to the therapist the answer was uniform, not related to the vaccine. A patient who showed outbreaks of serious autoimmune diseases - when they turned to report they were told, not related. Patients with muscle pain and severe weakness after vaccination - unrelated. Halas. Enough with the lies. Don't believe the word of the Ministry of Health *! Forbid if a doctor expresses a different opinion and opposes the vaccine you call him for a hearing. Criminals, this is what you are, nothing to do with health.

Dana Almag

The comments here are pure gold.

Dalit Radmi

You are the Ministry of Health, you have a severe escort phenomenon. You don't stop lying. You don't stop silence. You don't stop promoting one narrative. They don't stop abusing tax paying citizens. From the beginning of the "pandemic" you've been pumping intimidation and trying to control the public. Do you have a serious conflict of interest with the vaccination company "Pfizer (Lucifer)". All you post is bullshit.

Danny Araz

The despicable fascist medical dictatorship agents! You sold your soul to the devil for the favors of pleasure! There is no trace of conscience or morality left in you.... See More

Hila Siluk-Amar

You don't collect nor shoes! Just a lie!
I'm two and a half weeks after the 3th vaccine and I have terrible effects!!!!!! My whole body is disrupted. I'm sick!
Hila Siluk-Amar
You don't collect nor shoes!
Just a lie!
I'm two and a half weeks after the 3rd vaccine and I have terrible effects!!!!!! My whole body is disrupted.
I'm sick.
And I don't remember that someone from the Ministry of Health tested what phenomena I have after each of the vaccines!
A F A H D!!!!!!!!!
There's no way I'll get vaccinated again.
Someone up there in the Tooth Tower turn on the light because you're totally in the dark!!!!!!!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 12h · Edited

4 Replies

Yossi Elonby
I personally know vaccinators who complained about side effects and were hospitalized hours after the vaccine. And no doctor dared to link the vaccines even though everyone in the rooms admits that they are not allowed to speak.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 21h · Edited
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Yarden Jordan Bahar
Liars! Been suffering from severe side effects for 5 months since the second vaccine. You are shaking of responsibility in every way possible!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

43 Comments

Hello to the members of the Truth and Health Ministerion.
Let's start by explaining how so many people died *** by chance *** when the vaccination operation started.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

64 Comments

Ayala Goeli
I swear the Ministry of Health, only from the comments here there are more side effects than what you are reporting, you don't see problems in the comments?? You don't understand what's happening 9th??

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h
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Hanna Kuperman
Why didn't you open a website for transparent reports of the side effects? Is it.
Hanna Kuperman
Why didn't you open a website for transparent reports of the side effects? Is it because it was banned in agreements with Pfizer?

Efrot Yorav
Here are reports from the Ministry of Health about the comments reported by people who were vaccinated
https://govextra.gov.il/.../covid-19-vaccine-efficacy...

Anati Tsadok
What does phenomena mean in proximity to a vaccine? A minute after the vaccine? What about people who died after the vaccination and you said you would have surgery and provide results? Where are the results??

Sara Vinoelad
Reliability level: There will be nothing because there was nothing.

Veronica Samuel
Everyone who writes here is people who have done vaccines and don't oppose vaccines, it's not fake news, it's real. They will get vaccinated and suffer from severe side effects. Take a real new survey!
I want this post, where you put the link to report side effects. Oh, isn’t there one? How surprising.

Yifat Dagan-saadon
Vaccine Marketing Office Ltd!!! You lost it!

I got to the ER with a half body surrounded. Leave if it’s about the vaccine or not. No one ever asked me if, when and how many vaccines I did. They didn’t try to understand if there is or there is no connection. Who are you kidding? Price said at a hearing in FDA that 2 million booster had only 2 side effects. And only one case of heart muscle infection (included within the 2 phenomena). The Egyptians in the Kippur War lied less than you.

Michal Rozen Milgrom
It seems that death immediately after a vaccine is a ”normal” and safe by-response. Tell that to a friend that you are silence her fight, about her healthy 32 year old brother who got a shot and just died.

My sister after the 2 vaccine her life was ruined. ICU Zinter. Hospitalizations pacemaker transplant. Finally a heart is 20 percent functioning. To note that there were no problems with a medical background. She was healthy and strong. Her husband got vaccinated twice and got infected. The son got vaccinated twice and got infected.
There are no lous phenomena interesting that my wife after the second vaccine got a brain event 100 percent disability and I got a swell in my face.

Ayelet Tlv
I feel sorry for the digital team of the Ministry of Health.. actually I don't. The amount of side effects is sure greater than 19. Only by this post you can already see that you are lying. Those who cooperate with the lies and guidelines of the Ministry of Health should think if he is in the right place in his life! Yalla wake up already! Oh and leave our children alone already!

Ofir Michaelis
A partial list of side effects of the vaccine with them came to my clinic this week:
1. Strong tinnitus that arrived the next day. The second vaccine has been going on for four months with serious injury to sleep and quality of life.
2. Episodes infections - appeared three days after the first vaccine about a year ago and since then it has existed with a changing power.
3. Male pericarditis in the twenties. About a week after a second vaccine. He was hospitalized and discharged but has since suffered from fatigue and has been significant in physical fitness.
4. Four cases of significant changes in circulation. Two of the cases in girls after the first vaccine.
And this is just a partial list, and only in my little clinic and only in the last week. So miss Elroy-Price stop crying about feeling 'damn hairy' and start checking herself.

Nitzan Horowitz-nyzn hwrwyzg you are a huge disappointment.

Shame on you.
Adva Liesser
Shame on you.
A company that did both shots, just to keep home peace, has taken myocarditis and pneumonia. She's getting worse and if I hadn't intervened and made sure she got proper treatment (not from yours and not by you overseas) she would have... See More
Like  Reply  See Original (Hebrew) - 12h
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Alex Babayev
Are you kidding?
I alone know more injured
Like  Reply  See Original (Hebrew) - 18h
1 Reply

ל scaleY
Thousands of people who were seriously hurt and died.
Tens of thousands who have suffered and/or suffer from side effects.
There is no surveillance system... The doctors themselves say so.
What a beautiful documentation here.
You can add this to the rare record of thousands of comments in the post of the shadow who adopted a medical degree for himself and recommended to many to inject
Like  Reply  See Original (Hebrew) - 21h

Pini Avraham
Haha funny that you still call this experiment a "vaccine".
You guys are a walking joke. Every post of yours only helps the truth come to light.
We used to trust you. We were born for this.
Ministry of Health? Hell no.
Like  Reply  See Original (Hebrew) - 19h
47

Stella Abek
Oh wow what's happening here and they want to inject small children... Disaster...
Like  Reply  See Original (Hebrew) - 19h
2 Replies

Shlomit Wolbe
Scammers.
Do you monitor the side effects? You made me laugh.
Sholomit Wolbe
Scammers.
Do you monitor the side effects? You made me laugh.
I personally know some people who complained to the doctor about the
phenomena they read after the vaccine. And the doctors are denying anything to do
with the vaccine. And even if they want to report, they have nowhere to go.
Crimes are what you are.
Don’t worry, the truth always comes out even if we wait a long time.
And in general - what about an opinion consent? You are breaking every law.
And the green note is a sad joke at our expense.
There are not enough words to describe your crime against this nation.

You won’t be able to silence the truth! Psychopathic criminals

Noga Oron Shechter
40. years old
I did 2. after years my period is accurate and stable. I've been through six months of
crazy body mess.
Early, since, bleeding like I've never experienced before.
I don't take pills, and without a device.
I went to a gynecologist, performed every test possible including a hormonal profile.
And finally the doctor himself linked the phenomena to vaccines and still told me
that I'm not the only patient!

John Bararani
I'm 29 years old and usually healthy. I was vaccinated in 2 doses, about a month
later I started suffering from severe feelings of vertigo dizziness and headaches and
skull swelling. I've been to a family doctor several times and I have an appointment
for a brain city test and a neurologist to continue inquiry and negativity of brain
stem
Ready to verify all the above details for those who doubt.
John Barzani:
I'm 29 years old and usually healthy. I was vaccinated in 2 doses, about a month later I started suffering from severe feelings of vertigo, dizziness, and headaches and skull swelling. I've been to a family doctor several times and I have an appointment for a brain CT scan test and a neurologist to continue inquiry and negativity of brain stem. Ready to verify all the above details for those who doubt.

Tal Lavi:
Because of your stress and fears my mom is trying to convince me to get vaccinated every day. I'm pregnant and I heard about 2 friends of a friend who got vaccinated also pregnant and they fell one in Friday and the other in the eighth month. I wish the Ministry of Diseases would be extinct from family joints.

Who believes you anyway:

Talia Klein Perez:
I'm sorry, but where is the reference to bleeding and circulating disruptions? Thousands and tens of thousands of women report it and you are ignoring only today (!!!) finally decided to check it out. Why? Why isn't it written down? Because about three months of disruption I haven't read and haven't heard of any other vaccines. Maybe this only happens to those with hormonal birth control, but check! (It's not, my friends without but let's say)

Shiran Goresh Dahan:
Did you get yourselves under the belt
And let there be no doubt, delete the post it won't help
There are screenshots of thousands of comments here
Oh for the boldness to write 11 reports
I don't know if it's you that's dumb or you think we're dumb
Yuval Yaakobi
This post is so sad. To the depths of my soul. How many people have been hurt and even more.
And yet I hope that because of him the truth will come to light.
Thank you to everyone who shared here 😢 ... See More

Sivan Pacheco
I hope that after this experiment all those responsible will be prosecuted!

Shaul Chapman
It seems that the Ministry of Health has found a new way to report side effects. The comments must be documented here.

First vaccine passed successfully. Side effects are really neglecting. Second vaccine - vertigo is not easy. Headaches. Muscle pain to this day. And the highlight - only in your presentation I realized that bleeding in my eye that I have for a few months and I am attributing to not the cleanest lenses also came from the vaccine. And I didn’t know at all because you didn’t publish anything dear Ministry. Silence of all side effects so that we get vaccinated. Not just 2 million and I won’t get close to the third vaccine. Both in this post and in the huge lack of response to the Booster, the people vote with their feet. I don’t believe you anything anymore. Where have we come to. The institution in my eyes was the most trustworthy, completely lost trust.

Yael David
Many of the side effects are not reported to you. We suffer in silence. The third vaccine was the worst. Fever, muscle pain, tremors, strong weakness, nausea, headaches, heart rhythm disorders, fast pulse, pain, swelling and ruby at the
Many of the side effects are not reported to you. We suffer in silence. The third vaccine was the worst. Fever, muscle pain, tremors, strong weakness, nausea, headaches, heart rhythm disorders, fast pulse, pain, swelling and redness at the injection place. And this all lasted for five innocent days. Not 24 hours and not 48 hours. All inclusive vaccine.

There are many who have experienced nothing compared to others who have suffered greatly. The third vaccine is worse than its predecessors for some of us. The FDA didn’t approve him because it’s not right to give three vaccines in such a short term of time. This is a miserable political decision that prefers economy over the health of its citizens.

Many will be told about her later.

---

Read all the comments!!!
So many injured... Crazy...
They delete every moment more and more comments... hallucination...

---

Nonsense, in the third vaccine I had more severe effects than in the previous two vaccines, I won’t detail here the side effects I had, which is for sure I don’t get vaccinated anymore.

---

You impose experimental medical procedures on us,
The side effects in the short term are hard, many and expressive as it is so sad to read here in the comments,
The long-term side effects are not yet known because we are the experiments of coercion and uninformed.
There is no explanation and no justification for this. This is a crime.
That’s it. Period. End of verse.
I hope that as many of us as possible will stop cooperating with you and all this will...
Anat Mosberg
Stop deleting people’s mouth comments! It won’t help people know the truth already! It won’t help you to hide. Delete more and more people will register.

Adva Liser
In one building in Netanya city, 4 people died after the injection.
4 people 😞 😞 😞 😞
In one building 😞 😞 😞
What would you say❓
Once again unrelated❓

Ronit Amram
Representatives of the Ministry of Health, a question to me: Do you believe yourself when you lie consistently?
When the Minister of Health makes allegations about the non-justification of the green note epidemiologically (in a section recorded without his knowledge) and then when asked on the broadcast about the things he said he replies: “I didn’t say that!”
What? How didn’t you say that Mr. Horowitz? A second ago you heard in your ear the recording of your words. This is an embarrassing joke.
I’m sorry. There is no logic and consistency in most of your guidelines. When there is no sense in the instructions I lose trust.
Start to understand that the people are not dumb.

Safi Dori
A friend’s husband died of cardiac arrest after the third vaccine. A healthy, strong person.
What monitoring are we talking about here?
As a therapist, I get many news and testimonies about shocking side effects that no one in the sickness system gives their mind to, and I turn a blind eye to the claim that there is no proven connection between the cases.
By the way, when is the fourth elimination order coming out?
Asaf Ankri
Stop confusing your mind, you keep sweeping under the rug lots of cases of casualties near the injection date, cheaters, liars, criminals against humanity. Living in a movie, a corrupt and rotten institutional body that thinks they are eating your lying and deception bluff, criminals your judgment day will come.

Doron Shapiro
I'm so many lies!!! 🏷️
Alak Health Ministry.
From a young age, I didn't understand what a health office is like, but the main thing is that cigarettes are impressive.
Shame!

Ilia Zinch
The Ministry of Health read the comments and run to look for lawyers for you or better to escape the country in winter the bluff explodes in your face like an atomic bomb.

Ofra Reifenberg
The very fact that people write here that their comment has been deleted and other people tag and write "read quickly before they delete the comments" shows exactly your silence connection with the truth and your attempt to repeatedly present distortions of reality...

Iris Gafni
How much can you hide? In Suk someone will pay for this hide.

Matan Shvide
Wow, how many comments I'm shocked. To share!!!!!!! Let everyone see the comments! Thousands of people into the night non stop!
Keren Gardner
I hope people can read my comment here before deleting it because you are a bunch of criminals!
My uncle died of cardiac arrest after a vaccine. Two healthy person. Another uncle had a brain stroke after a second vaccine and the third uncle affected by your poison vaccine can't go.
You are lying to the public this is about human life y'all anyone who takes part in this crime should be in jail for the rest of their life!

Adi Galamadi Arad
Read the comments, this is the real reality, stop believing the lies of the Ministry of Health...

Yeafaat Har-paz
"It's important to ignore background noises and misinformation "
The Ministry of Health is right!!!! This is exactly what we will do about your nonsense rounding.
The love that myocarditis " often passes after a short time " - after all, a heart muscle infection is for life. It seems that it passes after a short time because of the death 😞

Nati Romano
The comments here are simply Priceless.

Alona Elyahu
Open the blackened experience for 30 years your stink and lies won't help!! Everything is money!!
Galit Zchut
In the first and second vaccine the public was innocent and believed you. Today there are so many casualties, it can't be silenced anymore. Keep lying, there is almost no one who believes your propaganda. Your day is coming, it's already really close.

Avi Avidan
Even Facebook is referring to a reliable source of information on your post, you are a sad joke.

Nitzan Ayala Ofir
ד"ח revive maybe you can help her
https://www.facebook.com/groups/242682556373559/permalink/886905028617972/3

Ruth Tarragano
Here we go.
https://www.knowheretoknow.com/.../D7%A2%D7%96%D7%91%D7...

Tehila Chaim
My sister had to get vaccinated with no choice (bank worker) and before that she was told that she had to get vaccinated in the presence of a doctor because she has anaphylaxis. She went to get vaccinated with my mom (who is a nurse by profession) it hasn't been half a second since she got the vaccine she started to feel the symptoms that the tongue is swelling, lack of response, the doctor was in the next room and even before he arrived my mom pushed her syringe (anti-medication) now they say it's not called that she was vaccinated that she would do the other one too. My mom screamed at them that she could die and they don't care. Rude.
I reported to you at least 3 times about the side effects I had and still do. Side effects that started an hour after the first vaccine, lasting for six months and getting worse every day. No side effect I reported to you is shown in your report. Shame on you. Y’all tryna make an unreal picture.

Michal Bar
Come on, the lie has been exposed!!! Anyone who is in the lie will claim all his money. Stay without a shekel! We will work you in prison!

Ofir Yohay
In this post, there is a trend of deleting legitimate reactions of people who have experienced side effects that are not excellent in the post opening. You should know that this is illegal.

Shai Tom
The Ministry of Health, where and who are you mentoring? One big lie... I haven't recovered from the two vaccines that were forced on me, and now after you hit the quality and routine of my life, I am imposed on a third vaccine, so that it won't happen... From a completely healthy person, I became And crushed. The doctors were afraid to describe my farm... because they are forbidden... liars ! ! ! !

Nomi Agahaba Antebi
I'm 44 years old twice vaccinated, vaccinated every year for the flu and really don't resist vaccines... Everything you write here is really not true! Your data is far from true, you can't rely only on those who come to hospitals. I after the second vaccine started bleeding like menstruation, fatigue and extreme exhaustion, chest pains and heartbeats just like a heart attack... (which is not yet going through) and if it was
Nomi Agababa Antebi
I'm 44 years old twice vaccinated, vaccinated every year for the flu and really don't resist vaccines... Everything you write here is really not true! Your data is far from true, you can't rely only on those who come to hospitals, I after the second vaccine started bleeding like menstruation, fatigue and extreme exhaustion, chest pains and heartbeats just like a heart attack, (which is not yet going through) and it was possible to determine Cardiologist appointment without waiting a few months for each appointment so you would see completely different reports! This is also one of the reasons why people collapse like this suddenly 😞
What is also that a large majority of those around me who made the third vaccine tell that they have a scarily expatrate of the lymph gland under the armpit and a really high heat for a few days.
Maybe try a little to upgrade the health system here instead of just promoting vaccines and then it will be possible to access doctors in normal times without waiting for months and delusional appointments and maybe it's also necessary that everyone's family doctor will be sure to ask each and every one of their phenomena and report in the system of the checkout and that all the data will pass to you as that they really are in reality!
Coercion by green note sanctions will only keep us further away from the vaccine, maybe instead try to check the reasons people refuse to get vaccinated more and more... Maybe there is truth in their fear??
And it's true that there are those who got vaccinated and went through it with no effects at all but hey, whoever fell in statistics with side effects is not interesting.
And you also never know what the damage will be done in the longer term!

Ayman Thawer
Explain this now to the owner of the explosion I just came back from. He was vaccinated on third and already a month on steroids after his lymph nodes swelled until he couldn't breathe and his friend had a heart attack on the same day! Of course I have heard of other cases from the near environment even the answer they were given in the hospital is that these are probably the side effects of the vaccine but they are not willing to mention it in the description of the hospitalization or discharge. Who covers themselves in this way if these aren't side effects and caused directly from the vaccine?!

Revital Justo
Don't you have shame? We will not forget and will not forgive. How do you sleep at night? Read only the comments here. I've never had this much awareness on my wall but never!! in cold blood you do it.
Nitzan Ayala Ofir
She needs help too please
https://www.facebook.com/groups/242682556373559/permalink/887144075260734/

Sari Lichtik
But if for every immune person who appeals to you with a health problem, you answer that there is no connection to the vaccine, then what are you collecting?

Linda Hirari
A system that doesn’t allow its doctors to report properly.
Doctors who underestimate vaccines victims.
Doctors who refuse to admit to Rish Gali that there is a real problem with immune safety.
We the affected patients were required in the first months to fill out a form that the fields were limited in the mall.
Why??
It was impossible to properly write the side effects!!
My diagnosis by the way, does not appear on any page in your ridiculous presentation.
Trust in you is over!

Yael Gottlieb
What are you laughing at? Think we’re dumb? Shame on every single one of you who cooperates, how do you sleep at night? Your lies are killing people!!

Noor K West
I made sure to document as many comments as I can here before they get deleted.
I uploaded everything in a neat post (including my case)
Hope someone from the high level sees this and comes to the help of those who chose life and are currently just suffering 😢😔 please share my post it means something.
A personal acquaintance said thyroid injury in one. Bleeding at another after years of not getting her period. Another one the development of an autoimmune disease that attacked the kidneys, was hospitalized with the soul - now in need of chemotherapy treatments. Of course the doctors told her there was no connection to the vaccine.
Teenagers who had appendix surgery after the first vaccine.
Maybe there's really no connection, just reminding that in Europe AstraZeneca vaccines were stopped because of 33 stroke cases.
How many cases will pass until you stop?

Meital Malbo
Liars pathological believe your own lies hope you're inside the comments here the lie is out you're out of the movie at 3.10 deactivating the farm!!!!!!

Danit Kimron Schwartz
When do you vaccinate the animals? My cat is asking 🐱

Tali Edlon
Based on what did you shut down the country for 7 months? Because of 1.5% people who died with / because of Corona?
Why did you version the contingency plan in case of a pandemic that was ready years earlier?
You don't understand. People got some brains (for those who injected twice and now required to inject in the third) and tokens are starting to fall.
Public health is the last thing that worries the office, and if that's the case, start treating the oncological patients, that medicines, surgeries and hospitalizations cost a fortune!!!
And if public health is so important to the corrupt office of the country, you would stumble vitamins, proper nutrition and staying with people so that the mental side will also become stronger.
You've put anxiety and panic in people.
Miri Ayal
Unbelievable!!!
Which publicist office will formulate the “relaxing” message for you?
You were quick to download the shot victims video from YouTube that gained hundreds of thousands of views and now you’re trying to “straighten the line”? ??
Zero trust

Mikhail Andrushik
Have you noticed that the comments here are being deleted?
Read a little and see for yourself
How answers disappear from the comments

Moirav Sela
Everything is filmed.
All the comments here.
Of thousands of people affected are themselves or their family members.
Won’t help you erase,
You shoot yourself in the foot and just show the whole world how much you are liars

Ella Mualem
It also says to you the father of three young children in his thirties, who died near the third vaccine... He is simply a friend’s cousin (not a story that runs online)... And my good friend who I went to a neurologist with because of neurological phenomena that has not yet passed (over six months after the second vaccine), dizziness, falls of currents and relentless ants in the head... She is also a mother of three
You can’t hide in false tables live reality, neighbors friends...
Around me I meet people in their thirties with heart issues from the past year (irregularity, breath breaks at night)...
You can’t hide in false tables...
It’s simply impossible, for every person who is hurt or died, there are neighbors, friends, family...
Ella Muallem
It also says to you the father of three young children in his thirties, who died near the third vaccine... He is simply a friend’s cousin (not a story that runs online)...
And my good friend who went to a neurologist with because of neurological phenomena that has not yet passed (over six months after the second vaccine), dizziness, falls of currents and relentless ants in the head... She is also a mother of three
You can’t hide in false tables reality, neighbors friends...
Around me I meet people in their thirties with heart issues from the past year (irregularity, breath breaks at night)...
You can’t hide in false tables...
It’s simply impossible, for every person who is hurt or died, there are neighbors, friends, family...
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Hilla Dagan
Reliability level: Sarah Netanyahu did not take 11 suitcases to Portugal. Man, the change government has learned nothing. If you acted transparency, stop thinking that the people are dumb, reveal truth data and encourage reporting side effects so that people do their judgment we would probably be in a much better condition today also in terms of Coronavirus and surely in terms of the state of the country
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 21h
→ 2 Replies

So hoping someone reads all the comments here and understands it’s time to change the way.
Please, listen to the people and stop scaring everyone.
Fear and anxiety create much more damage than Corona. Mental and social.
Enough. Free everyone to act as they will in whatever they do with their body, whether they choose to get vaccinated or not.
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h
→ 27

Guy Seroussi
Every single one of you, every paid receiver, from the CEO to the tea pitcher, will have to be sentenced before the committee of inquiry.
A gang of criminals my relative was hurt by this poison in the heart

Shit Timor one big lie what you write down. Collecting information? I was hospitalized for a week for days - no one from the Ministry of Health spoke to me, I’m 31 with myocarditis, I don’t see that I’m in ” 11 cases of 12-15 years old “ Just another big lie!!! I’m almost dead because of the third vaccine and there could be long term consequences, no one knows how to promise me anything!! You are liars!

My sister’s mother-in-law died twenty four hours after the booster. A few hours after the vaccine arrived at Soroka ER and they told her it was normal side effects... They released her home and a few hours after Mada at her home trying to revive her unt...

No reference to human rights injury following the green note

So yes keep lying to the public... Why don’t you report severe allergic reactions... I came with an ICU car to the hospital because of a severe allergic reaction... See More

To take screenshots They delete comments. They delete comments...
Yuli Brosh
Now the phenomena will really be reduced. Here in the post

Neve Kahana
Interesting. You only report the matter of the heart. What about the disruptions, not immediately specifically, in the monthly cycle? A phenomenon is already known to gynecologists but does not appear by you. And why? Isn’t a woman’s right to know? What else? Vaccine is important but transparency is no less and caution. This is our body!

Barak Barlev
Hi I had both vaccines after the vaccination nurse didn’t want to vaccinate and the doctor I had didn’t want to send me for a serological test because I was sure I got sick and she didn’t believe me, for the sake of disclosure I’m with an asthmatic background.
After the vaccination I started an acute allergic reaction that manifested that I can’t get near furry animals (quite a problem when my job is a dog trainer and I have at home 3 dogs and a rabbit, all my life I’ve been with furry animals)
Apart from that I started very strong headaches that come and go, serious memory issues, sleep inability, inability to work continuously (before the vaccine I was a work animal today after 3 hours I’m a rag) today to keep functioning I’m taking close to 50 pills a day, steroid shots in the clinic once a week, 3 inhalers a day.
The doctor I had refused to acknowledge that it was somehow related, refused to write down at first that it happened in a close proximity to the event and only after repeated requests wrote that it happened after the vaccine in a relevant time range.

Stav Magriso
The problem is that those who experience side effects, and there are a lot of them just find themselves alone in the campaign and have no one to talk to.
Maybe if instead of denying side effects you treated properly everyone who experienced them, we will start by believing them, treating them and maybe even Rahmana Litzlan compensates him, things would look different.
No one believes you.
Miril Ben-Weiss
Big thanks to the brave people who write here. Your voice is heard! And for the Ministry of Health - this is a "no connection to the vaccine" epidemic. Where exactly is your monitoring? All my life I've known one person who died young from cardiac arrest and within four months five people under 60 died for the same reason, so there's no connection to the vaccine? Not to mention other and no less difficult side effects around me of shingles, hormonal problems, blood clots, adenomyosis, brain stroke and more and more. At הכרת הערימה: ריעש והישארות that this is a small body that few know there are already thousands of testimonies. And this is a crazy sub-report. But did you collect 197 Bad joke.

Mali Leonard
C'mon really reported information? When doctors insist it's not about when a doctor tells a sufferer from a side effect he's imagining! It's about a 55-year-old man! Surely all of these report nothing. They understand the instruction to be silent seasoned with the threat of losing work. This holidays didn't wake up since 3 young people from the Orthodox sector around wave 40. They died suddenly and it's not related after 3 doses of vaccine. But Price will find out that only one myocarditis I know 2 of them. And it turns out that only 2 died of cardiac arrest. And only 1.5 suffer from partial paralysis. 1 from tinnitus in the ears. 25% of skin being 1.25 of neurological problems. 1/3 A woman suffers from severe bleeding or menstrual disappearance. Really lonely nothing and nothing will eventually explode in your face. Engineered explanations of Pfizer slaves don't affect. I know 15 who suffer from side effects some of them from several effects together. The lies are not helping.

AN Noodel
There is no scientific and factual basis for wearing a mask in the public space, this is psychological and physical abuse. There are already quite a few people who have become sick as a result of contaminated masks and many are feeling breathing difficulties and have difficulty talking. Masks are mainly meant to obey, to shut mouths, and to blur the country of face and personal identity.

How many comments are filtering here, how long will they be able to hide the painful truth?
Moran Ben Haim
Sharing that I succumbed to fear and threats and went to get vaccinated on the first dose 3 days ago, since I experienced severe side effects of spine pain, breathing difficulties, unrest, fever, pains all over the body, intense pain in the shoulder, hand surroundings and more. For 8 days I can’t recover and return to function, it’s much harder for me now than when I was sick with Corona 8 months ago. I got vaccinated solely because of the green note and it’s a mistake, it’s better to get sick and go through it. Don’t surrender to the dictatorship! Not simple days pass… Let’s hope for better days.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h
9 Replies

Shira Armon Gefen
I personally know dozens of people injured from Pfizer’s shots coming to my clinic!!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h
1 Reply

Yaara Ellen Schwartz
I recommend that you post a link to the discussion of the FDA so that people can expose what is said there about the vaccine. There is a big gap between what you, as the Ministry of Health and the Media have reflected what is actually said. If everything is right and wonderful in the vaccine why is the main thing said (by most of the experts in FDA) censored and not reflected here in Israel - as said neither in the media nor by you.
It seems that in the FDA discussion, experts mostly testified that “corona deniers or corona opponents as you and the government call them, because there were poignant words about the vaccine, about the side effects and ethics.
And in general, let people make informed decisions while agreeing with opinion. And not half information, censorship and shutting mouths.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h
25 Replies

Yotvat Moshe
The monthly cycle has gone completely crazy and my flavors have twisted (I am not able to eat sweet, it tastes very strong). All this happened right after the second vaccine. My gynecologist and family doctor say there is no connection. If they didn’t write it in the system, how is data collected on Louis phenomena?

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 11h
1 Reply

Gabi Ben Moshe
Michal Kiliman
After two doses of vaccination I'm with monthly cycle bleeds that look like a natural abortion every time it's awful stop your lies!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Moshe Ben
A post where you only need to read the comments...
Hallelujah ! !
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Liat Tsur
Data that is disconnected from reality! From experience - an inflammation of the heart muscle that the doctor is briefed to treat as a "not serious" phenomenon and sweep it.
Like me there are thousands I'm sure.
I personally know quite a lot of other people with vulnerabilities that refuse to acknowledge them and surely don't put them in the real data.
And this is why people have lost faith in you and vaccines and not because they are 'vaccines opponents'.
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

Carmit Amsalem Latter
Liers
My dad had a stroke 3 days after the 3 vaccine and no one documented it anywhere.
Anyone who comes to the doctor with a problem is waving
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 11h

Osman Zemach Shavit
Officials from the devil
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 21h

Maya Sigal
You need to officially announce that the Pfizer experiment failed in Israel, herd immunity cannot be reached with 70% and 80% immune.
You are now trying to reach 100% incitement against the unvaccinated to check maybe that's how the vaccine will work.
On the way you destroyed the country, people are fired, moderated, and health injured by the vaccine.
You all need to resign immediately on the way to the prison waiting for you.
Noam-Shir Levy
I got vaccinated in pregnancy, in the middle of my pregnancy – first and second vaccination. Towards the end of my pregnancy I started crazy joint pain! I'm a healthy girl who has never suffered from this. I thought maybe it's something from pregnancy, and will pass after giving birth like everything. Me 3 months postpartum; The pain only got worse and even spread to areas that didn’t hurt before. I'm suffering every day from intense pain in my knees, can barely climb stairs (and I'm a healthy 28 year old girl with no health problems tu tu tu!!!!!!!) Can't get back to the gym to work out Because my body, muscles and bones feel 90 years old and not 28 years old!!!!! Doctors don't know what it is and no one has answers, one of the doctors threw in the air and by the way, that it could be from the vaccine or a side effect of healing from what he got to see. (I didn't get sick with Corona, thank God!) So all your post is one big lie Stop deceiving and lying to everyone And put pressure on the public!!! I have never resisted any vaccine, me and my children are vaccinated while in everything!!! But in this case, I can't get vaccinated in the third dose because I'm taking a huge risk that the pain will intensify 2 times more than it is today!!!! It is not possible that a citizen of the country will be either vaccinated or outcast. Against every possible human right!!!
Tammi Almog
Hi Ministry of Health, question, why does your form for reporting a side effect from medicines require personal information and allows an update to an existing report while the form for reporting a side effect from the vaccine is anonymous and there is no option to make an update?!
From personal stories, to which I was exposed one side effect can get worse and become a few within a certain time, so how exactly do you follow the cases?!
Why does it look so amateur?!!
By the way, at my mother's place immediately after the second vaccine, pains started in the shoulder of the vaccine, I told her to report a side effect but in her consultation with the factors of the profession she was told that it was a coincidence and there was no connection to the vaccine. Meanwhile, 7 months already with severe pain and the "inflammation" that pops up is not undergoing any treatment...
Did you even assume the factors of the profession to collect data or did you prefer the "safe vaccine and the case is due to something else "?!
Another matter, why there is no permanent transparency about the side effects of the public on a weekly basis as there is in England, Sweden, USA and so on?!

Yuval Valnin
At least be honest in the phenomena.. 😔 What did you take a bulletin for the consumer of Tylenol and copied the side effects?.. At least it's fair to present the terrible effects that happened.. (also on my part if it's 2 people.. but present them). Syrian is just a delusional fabrication.. Enough it doesn't care about the public anymore the information that choose tweezers to publish and how to advertise...
Enough people have had enough.. Lost trust leave

Miri Sela
I don't belong to the opponents of vaccines, but the Ministry of Health lies with a determined forehead, the Ministry of Health doesn't bother to receive a report of anyone who developed side effects after receiving the vaccine. Whoever suffers from symptoms has nowhere to turn to and report, the family doctor is really not interested in "extra work", so that he is also not interested in a patient who developed side effects immediately after receiving the vaccine and the most "funnest", is the same immune (yes that's me) when he arrives To get the booster, the doctor who is there tells him, here you can't get vaccinated, go to your doctor to refer you to get a vaccine in a medical facility, the family doctor doesn't bother to contact that person and explain to him whether he can even get the booster and if so where.
Shelly Roznik
My friend, a 32-year-old young mother, after a 2 vaccine, got herpes all over her beautiful face. There is no connection. No way. After two months of bronchitis! A 32-year-old woman with lung disease? Perfectly healthy woman! Spent a fortune on ongoing acupuncture treatments. Another friend of mine a hearty “easy” event after a 1-layer vaccine in bed for 3 weeks with palpitations. And why? So she can hold her job. Cursed are you and all the collaborators. We know who you are, where you live. You won’t be smuggled on planes abroad when the country collapses. You will meet your judgment in the streets.

Judith Manassen-Ramon
What’s sad to see here is the fact that you wanted perfect success so much that you turned the side effects reporting mechanism into a joke. You made a feeling that someone suffered from a side effect is delusional on the border of a liar. That’s not how science is done. You have made Abyz for the power given to you in your hands. You’ve become power drunk. It’s a shame, because there’s nothing in public health that needs more than public trust and eye-level speech. For vision you will see the difference between how the Scandinavians end the crisis compared to Australia. It’s mostly damage to you. Life is complex, so are medical processors, medicines, vaccines, all have benefits and disadvantages and nothing is more important to simulate authority so that it continues to be perceived as such, believers.

Anat Taggart
Three weeks after the second vaccine I got a multisystem infection from doctor to doctor to hospital that they sent me home because “you have nothing” when I barely walk. Good thing there is private medicine and one doctor who had the courage to diagnose me as a vaccination victim. Among other things, I have a friend who suffers from terrible headaches and ear tanton, one who suffers from accelerated and irregular heartbeat, a nurse who stopped her period and a client who bled for 6 weeks straight. And this is only what comes up to me without thinking...
Gavriel Fiber Man

"A little long but important that you read! Um; nail polish - the vaccines....."

Have you noticed that in such a sensitive issue the Ministry of Health chooses to upload accurate data and they write: AM; LAC= Too long I didn't read??????

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Eduardo Goman

Really a poor system, I personally know a large number of friends who got vaccinated and almost died with paralysis in the face, legs, hands and according to the doctors claim "there is no connection to the vaccine"

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

วดี ฮาร์

Say no truth speakers
When will you tell all the injectors about the ADE phenomenon
Towards throwing 4 or 5 or 6
All patients after injection 2 experience ADE phenomenon

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 21h

Cheaters and liars!!! Who are you kidding?

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

Rebecca Or

Liars!! I know quite a few teenagers whose period just stopped and never came back. It is enough to go to the page of the vaccination victims to know that you sold the citizens of the country to Pfizer

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

Merav Gili Hirsh

In the beginning of January after the first vaccine, my mother's neighbor, who was like a grandfather to me, died two weeks after. That day he still laughed with us at home, shaved and cut his hair and asked if he was handsome. At night he got up and went to get a glass of water and collapsed on the way back in the hallway from cardiac His 88-year-old wife called my mother, her neighbor, to come help her and they both stood with Mada on the line to try to give him CPR. One 88 year old, one 72 years old, above the man they love, 88 years old. He collapsed in the hall and died.
In the beginning of January after the first vaccine, my mother's neighbor, who was like a grandfather to me, died two weeks after. That day he still laughed with us at home, shaved and cut his hair and asked if he was handsome. At night he got up and went to get a glass of water and collapsed on the way back in the hallway from cardiac. His 88-year-old wife called my mother, her neighbor, to come help her and they both stood with Mada on the line to try to give him CPR. One 88 year old, one 72 years old, above the man they love, 88 years old. He collapsed in the hall and died.

He had background diseases but that's no reason for this collapse.

It took to evacuate the body (from five in the morning he died) until 11 in the morning because Kadisha company was loaded with evacuation and that's after I activated a Mada arrived within half an hour and determined his death.

And of course - no connection.

The silence and experience not to mention things and flood them continues the sub-reporting you cause and here it explodes in your face. People will not shut up.

If the vaccine was safe - you would take responsibility in case of an injury resulting from it. But you don't know and that's why you roll out the responsibility to develop the users that you forced it on.

It’s not a policy it’s a method for harming citizens (all over the world by the way) under the guise of a good policy.

There will come a day and all of you, until the last officials who took part in this, will be judged for this crime that is being conducted here under the auspices of the end of
Elanit Osher Avijl
A dose of impulse when it is, stop pushing people for Pfizer’s stock push. You’re tired of anyone doing what’s best for them...

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 22h

Niv Amir
N12 - 13
ה dụות של החוסר
See More... 35:30
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 5h

Neta Lee Cohen
Pharma office peace (not at all costs) and blessings.
I’m just a few questions with your permission:
1. What happened to the one who decided / approved to publish this post?
2. I’m “healing” Kokorica, I don’t have myocarditis and that, am i an extravert?
3. Like this alone, without advanced technology systems like Bennett buff 6 seats, I counted thousands of reactions of severe side effects here. How is it possible that the almighty Ministry of Health could only count about 30?
4. In my near surroundings there are people who injected 2 and 3. They suffer from side effects: cardiac, weakness, chronic fatigue, muscle pain, infections, bleeding and generals, miscarriage, quiet birth, blood clots, headaches, paralysis of half Face, nomination, lack of balance, accumulation of fluids in different areas of the body, loss of sense of taste and smell. What did you inject them?
5. Why did you delete comments?
6. In light of the data that came up in the comments, do well if you would like to withdraw to improvise the warning letters you sent to doctors, as part of which you claimed to spread "false information" about the injectors and the risk of the experiment, apologize to them in the writings and publish an apology message in prime time, with the Kushmero and co.
7. Considering that all of us (including you) know that the side effects are numerous, well do if it’s already tomorrow morning notify the cancellation of injections, all their numbers and at any age, improvise.
8. After you have been judged for your crimes (each to his share), don’t expect a third deduction, reductions, good behavior, pardons and so on. it will be cancelled in your business.
The ceremony is over.
Where have we reached that a government body whose job is to protect the citizens from hunting a false display at the expense of thousands of injured from the vaccine!! Secretary of dark periods, welcome to North Korea. Don't forget to keep denying the kidnappers of Yemen

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 21h

Edmundo Botner
It seems that the publications responsible in the Ministry of Health learned from the one who said “A lie repeated a thousand times becomes the truth”. Wake up please!!!!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Miri Talshir
hvry wt there is one systematic thing about you! only one!! coercion!!
vaccine at all costs!! people beg for their souls, already suffering from side effects, from autoimmune diseases! We turn to the doctors who say in the rooms ‘we are neuter... See More

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Iris Abuhatira
They meant 19 cases without Louie’s phenomena so the rest may Allah slap

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Ben Shachar
On 3.10, a protest strike for the government’s behavior, incitement, lies and crimes, we don't go to work, we don't buy, a silent protest without violence, we won't become victims, we will return power to the people.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Why doesn't your data on the peri/myocarditis don't settle with the findings of the committee of Prof. Blessed, a committee that you appointed? His data is fake?!! Your data is fake? And why when you talk in a post about side effects do you go through - a topic of intimidation from Corona? “Science” also works like this. When you don't know and don't get along - you're scared if the departments are full and there are no ECMO devices this is your default! For a year and a half you didn't prepare the healthcare system for the horror predictions you sold to the public. You haven't stopped using life-saving medicines. You've harmed public health in almost every way possible - physical, mental, economic, neglect of illnesses and early detection, you've divided and tried the public to justify your deficits (“the unvaccinated are guilty of everything”). You'll be in jail!
Dikla Mor
You made half the country sick with irreversible diseases, when will you get off the roof already?
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 12h

Lihy Sofrin
Liars, the biggest fraud in human history
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Nir Tamir
The green passport is a system for social ranking
Just like in China. This is the beginning of the end of our privacy. The Ministry of Health and all its residents should go to jail immediately...!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 11h

Emilia Gur
Some comments deleted
I screenshot at least 20 people with real testimonies about themselves. And the Ministry of Health blocked me from uploading pictures. If it was open I would post all the screenshots of comments from yesterday that today were deleted
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 8h

Karln Rahel Elgarishi
Good morning to all the sleepers 🙌🏻❤️
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Itay Cohen
The silent elimination... It is forbidden to talk
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

Hemdat Beck
when you write that the words are full of almost only "unvaccinated" it is true that it is "not vaccinated" in the third course? Because until now that's how you've displayed things and I guess this time is no different
When you so blatantly ignore the hundreds of comments of people testifying about A/M you are doing a very big wrong, people have rightly lost trust in the public health system.
Hemdhat Beck
hry wt when you write that the wards are full of almost only "unvaccinated "
is it true that it is "not vaccinated " in the third course? Because until now that's
how you've displayed things and I guess this time is no different
When you so blantly ignore the hundreds of comments of people testifying about
A-M you are doing a very big wrong, people have rightly lost trust in the public
health system.
When you don't allow reporting after the second dose because you simply didn't
worry about it in your system, you're again hurting
When many doctors are already going against the vaccine and testify to serious
phenomena that come to them you can't keep ignoring and waving the
"presentation... " Enter the presentation it will convince you ". You will enter the
comments here and groups of vaccines victims and then we will talk ".
If you delete or block this post for comments, it will hurt you more, including! They
will know you have something to hide.
Start the change! Take care of public health.

Liad Perez
You are liars! I got vaccinated two days ago and what I've been going through since
then is just torture!!! Inferno pain all over my body that I just cried tears until night, I
couldn't even get up to the toilet because of There were crazy stresses in my lower
abdomen like I had a c-section!! Today I woke up with back pain that I can't walk!!!
Go to hell you and your crappy vaccine!!! Forcing us to get vaccinated making us lab
rats!!!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 4h
→ 1 Reply

Zoe D Grindea
Crimes against humanity under the auspices of the law is what you do. How do you
sleep at night???

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h
→ 1 Reply

You are liars! And your main problem is that you are dealing with people who are
groomed and not suckers
Tair Uri
How dare you say that only 11 children have a heart muscle infection? Where did you wink this from? This is embarrassing. (And what about the rest of the ages?
How can we believe you?? Strange... that you have to lie with a determined forehead to convince the public to get vaccinated. Just strange... Isn't there any real data you can be based on?

Yehonatan Segev
Anyone doing screenshots?
Should I add to the documentary archive of this period the comments before they are deleted?

Michal Rozen Milgrom
Interesting that they erase the testimonies of those who were hurt.... And again the goal is to show the respondents as conspirators....
Just that all the comments are taken from the screen and will be uploaded again.

Yehonatan Segev
Those who read the comments in the office and government, have you ever imagined that this would be your job and your share in the pages of history, the murder of your people?
Is this what you dreamed of engaging in when you grew up?

Danielle Baker
The "no contact" vaccines... 

Nati Romano
Can you please send me the consent form that Galia Rahav said? I think I didn't get it.
Shmulik Erenberg
I've been since the third vaccine with repeated headaches, constantly feeling like a flu patient, fatigue, dizziness, vertigo, more hungry, I must have forgotten something, huh, my eyes are burning
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Hedva Bar-Lev
Why do we only see edited data and not the crude reporting as it is in other western countries?
About 300,000 to half a million people did not complete a second dose (Shaf1 2), a large gap that was kept pretty stable over a period of seven months, even if only half of them avoided it for a second due to side effects - that's a lot!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

Yaniv Sfez
Lies gentlemen, lies
People in some cases had to chase MDA to get some idea of the true scope of the side effects. Your corrupt office (and pharma's) has completely lost it
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

Lior Dovv
Everything is regret, no transparency, you are the most lying body in the country!!!!
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

Ra'anan Rabinovich
Stupidity is repeating the same shot ✅ and every time expecting a different result -
Einstein the conspirator -

Credits to Hila Maman
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 19h

Efrat Duktorwitz
What about reference to the monthly cycle and the female reproductive system?
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 23h

Eli Mayer
Just because you want to say this!
Just a cover up not to say a lie!
My father had a brain event about a month after the 3 vaccine - small blood clots - a familiar phenomenon of the vaccine.
Of course the doctors never found the central dressed that caused this - because there is no one, nor did they find the fibrillation of the rooms that supposedly caused it - because there was no one!!!
How can you ignore all the cases of people who have been hurt and got rid of these miserable shots?!
And now more to push them to the kids?!

Kinneret Friedman Rubin Oberndorfer
How does the Ministry of Health follow and monitor and collect if I was vaccinated and not asked at all about side effects? Just repeatedly getting a text from the register urging me to get vaccinated, but no text asking if I had any side effects and a link to a report form?
What about the side effect of bleeding and regulatory irregularity as a result of the vaccine? No talk about it. Why? Women are 50% of the population. Start treating us!

In a moment and Facebook will block the page. 😂😂😂

Let's * you * get to know the data! 😂

Mentors Aiek. More in the direction of lying. One day you will all be prosecuted for crimes against humanity!

This is the data
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 10h

Raziel Razift Peer
Mor Dadon read the comments
wyrm wbnh here bro read comments
This is the data
Understand why I don't do the third one?
Let go of what are they advertising
Here people
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 15h
4 Replies

Katz Angela
The Ministry of Health you will not be able to convince. The facts speak for themselves.
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=386605406526495&id=100055311155288
Concentrated screenshots of deleted comments
Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 9h
4 Replies

You write that the Ministry of Health systematically collects and monitors the reports of the phenomena. Bringing to your mind the inaccuracy that appears in your report.
1. family doctors say that the forms that need to be filled in case of Louis phenomena are inflated and cumpled. And it is impossible for a doctor who is supposed to receive a large number of patients a day to also find the time and fill them.
2. Many patients say they arrived a few days after the vaccine with Louie's phenomena and the answer they received is 'it's not related'.
3. Pay attention that something doesn't work out in your numbers. When I read a family doctor who tells about the fact that he recently met 3 teenagers in his clinic with pericarditis, it doesn't so settle with the claim of only 11 teenagers nationwide.
In addition to your knowledge and attention, whoever erases comments creates the impression that they have something to hide. If there's nothing, please respond to me, even if it's less comfortable.
In addition to your knowledge and attention, whoever erases comments creates the impression that they have something to hide. If there's nothing, please respond to me, even if it's less comfortable.

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 8h · Edited

2 Replies

Jamie Anne
Hello. For anyone who can read English, I have been reading this from America and sharing with friends. I was able to translate each comment to read them. Just to let you know, they just disabled the translation feature so that people around the world can no longer translate and read your comments 😔

Like · Reply · 4h

10 Replies

Inbar Ben Arzi
And it's also really not the same information that is famous from Pfizer, by the Very misleading wording.

I'm chronically ill, my risk from Corona is definitely lower - but the life I was sentenced after the vaccine made me a dysfunctional person, who has already passed everything possible!!!

Definitely won't get vaccinated again - I'd rather be closed at home * healthy * than crying when I woke up in the morning after another night of sleepless pain

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 18h

1 Reply

שושנה
My neighbor got a "vaccine" third and the next day he received a heart event, three weeks in intensive care.

Here we were talking!

Like · Reply · See Original (Hebrew) · 20h

Iren Benaim Kesel
I'd love a scientific explanation of why people recover with hundreds of opposites are still obliged to the vaccine...? I wish you would treat even though it's sure that there will be a complete disregard because there is no logical answer